An Exclusive Range of Quality Cleaning Aids for All

Cleaning range Catalogue
Signoraware took the first steps of its long journey with the foundation of Signora Appliances in the year 1981. The only dream of the organisation was to make quality and affordable Kitchenware and Appliances for the Indian masses. After four decades, Signoraware is now an industry leader with innovative product ranges in Kitchen Appliances, Serveware, Tableware, Bakeware, Lunch & Outdoor range, Crockery, and Food Storage solutions. The brand runs under the umbrella of M/s Techno Plastic Industries, Signora Group of Companies.

The mantra that has sustained the growth of Signoraware over four decades is its constant evolution with time. All our products are manufactured using tirelessly updated state-of-the-art technology and highly sophisticated machinery. We use superior quality and Food Grade European raw materials in making all our products. We have always laid utmost importance on providing high-quality, durable, and user-friendly designs at affordable prices to our consumers.

Signoraware boasts of a complete kitchen range encompassing over 350 BPA Free Virgin Plastic products, around 360 Stainless Steel products, 80 plus Borosilicate Glass products, and over 40 Pure Copper Products. Signoraware is a national favourite brand in its category and is rapidly expanding its wings globally. It has withstood the challenges posed by home-grown as well as international brands and has retained its standing not just within the country but beyond too, gaining huge popularity around the globe. Other than B2C, Signoraware also has tie-ups with multiple corporate clients.

Signoraware Group has vast experience in the category of Kitchen Appliances as well. Signora Appliances was founded by Shri Y.K. Bansal, an electrical engineer who decided to follow his passion. Signora Appliances has been manufacturing and marketing Food Processors, Mixer Grinders, Juicers, Microwave Ovens, Choppers, Toasters, Steam Irons, Ceiling Fans, Heat Pillars, Induction Cookers, RO Systems, etc.

Salient features of the company:

- An ISO 9001 Certified Company
- Well-equipped Research and Development department with an adroit technical team
- Huge infrastructure with Warehouse capacity of over 5,50,000 sq. ft.
- Modern Tool Room facilities with latest C.N.C machines and CAD/CAM software
- Our quality is at par with any international brand in the category
- Highly professional Marketing Team headed and guided by the young and dynamic second generation entrepreneurs of the family
- High-quality European Food Grade raw materials
- Designed for the best user experiences

Signoraware derives its motivation in prospering by providing the best of products, quality, and services to its customers. It aims for richer customer satisfaction through design evolution and revels in the joy it brings to millions of customers in India and abroad.
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(6102) Versatile Bottle Brush (PP11 inch)  ₹ 95/-
(6702) Diamond Microfiber Cloth (54x44 cm)  ₹ 85/-

(6703) Ivory Pro Pocha (55x53 cm)  ₹ 130/-
(6704) Cleanmate Cotton Pocha (75x75 cm)  ₹ 79/-

(6404) Handy Telescopic Bathroom Wiper 12 inch  ₹ 420/-
(6409) Everyday Telescopic Bathroom Wiper 16 inch  ₹ 480/-
Wipers

(6502) Republic Kitchen Wiper
FB20cm PP20cm
₹ 65/-

(6501) Kitchen Wiper Sweep Blade
25cm
₹ 79/-

(6407) Upright Floor Wiper
B37cm SSP97cm
₹ 290/-

(6402) Spotless Wiper
B41cm SSP100cm
₹ 285/-

(6405) Shiny Floor Wiper
B53cm SSP128cm
₹ 390/-

(6408) Honest Bathroom Wiper
B30cm PPP68cm
₹ 180/-

(6403) Sparkle Wiper
B37cm PPP107cm
₹ 260/-

(6401) Ultra-Clean Wiper
B40cm PCP101cm
₹ 190/-

(6406) Glassy Wiper
B54cm PCP127cm
₹ 275/-
Brush

(6202) Delight Tile Brush (Multipurpose)
₹ 90/-

(6204) Inspire Rectangular Brush (Multipurpose)
₹ 75/-

(6203) Lifestyle Oval Brush (Multipurpose)
₹ 55/-

(6701) Space Rope 11 Meter with Hook
₹ 85/-

(6103) Elevate Drain Opener with Stainless Steel Pipe 14"
₹ 120/-

(6101) Trendy Toilet Brush with Holder
₹ 185/-

(6104) Hindway Toilet Brush (PP 17"
₹ 85/-
(6205) Squeeze PPP50” Cotton Mop PP Coating
₹ 285/-

(6201) Transform Cobweb Brush PP Coating Expandable Rod Height 5 feet.
₹ 260/-

(6801) Expert Clean Spin Mop
₹ 1149/-

- 2 Microfibre refill
- Clip lock handle
- 360 Degree rotating
- Cleaning compartment
- Sturdy drying basket
TELESCOPIC FLAT MOP
360 DEGREE

- Super absorbent cloth
- Easy to open lock system
- Washable & easy to change cloth
- Also cleans glass windows, walls, ceilings, etc.
- Clockwise lock system
- Anti-Clockwise unlock system
- 360° degree rotational head helps maneuvering extremely convenient for user

Item Name: Telescopic Flat Mop
Item Code: 6206
Minimum Retail Price: ₹750.00
(Exclusive of All Taxes)
Contents: 1X Telescopic Flat Mop, 1X 14" Cloth Wiper
Dustbin (Plastic & Steel)

(10003)
Dustbin 12 Ltr.

₹ 999/-

Available Colours

Modern Steel Pedal Dustbin Round

Mirror 10009 (12 Ltr.)
₹ 1449/-

Mirror 10011 (20 Ltr.)
₹ 1999/-

Matte 10008 (12 Ltr.)
₹ 1449/-

Made from Virgin Plastic
BPA Free
Certified ISO 9001 Company